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Banteng is the best kept secret of the South Pacific, 
and Australia is the only place you can harvest these 
magnificent Bovines. Highly underrated, most hunter 
that come to Australia to harvest the Banteng as a 
secondary species, but after harvesting both their 
Buffalo and Banteng come away with a new respect for 
this beautiful creature.

 Since they were 
released in the 1840s 
the Banteng did not 
travel far from their 
point of origin and 
the original free 
range heard remains 
confined to the 
Cobourg/Murgenella 

region. GOE’s concession borders the Garig National 
Park(Formerly Cobourg) and has a topography that 
suits the Banteng much better than the national 
park. The animals in this area have access to much 
better food year round than the animals next door in 
the Park, because of this they grow out to their full 
potential. Over the past few years GOE has harvested 
many top ten animals and currently has the #1 Riffle 
bull, #2 Bow and Arrow and the new Pending #1 
Overall taken with a Bow, and we still haven’t harvest 
the biggest bulls we have seen! 
The Banteng is much more elusive than the buffalo, 
usually found feeding in the burnt light savannah 
country in the region. Banteng are very alert and not 
usually seen from the vehicle so most animals are 
spotted on foot. The typical day starts out early walking 
feeding areas looking for spore. During the heat of 
the day Banteng usually retreat to the thick bush to 
bed, but as the afternoon cools they make there way 
to water and usually 
less alert and easier 
to approach. Banteng 
populations in GOE’s 
exclusive concession 
are great and clients 
will see many shoot 
able bulls each day of 
the 6 day hunt.

AccommodationS
GOE currently operate in three different concession areas across the Northern Territory. Our main lodge is two hours drive 
from Darwin with some buffalo, bird(seasonal) and wild boar hunting close by.  Our other concessions are 2-5 hours from 
the main camp and offer luxury safari tents similar to what you will find in Africa. From the main camp we offer numerous 
tours to National Parks and all the major attractions the Northern Territory has to offer.

Cull  hunts  and  high  Volume  Shooting
 Goodhand Outback offers cull hunts and high volume shooting hunts 
on vermin. Buffalo cull hunts are possible but have been restricted since 
the opening of the live buffalo export market on 2014. We have been 
able to set up some buffalo culls that take place on government land 
were they are trying to eradicate the animals, these hunts are usually 
conducted in conjunction with a crew that harvests the animals for pet 
meat.  Currently we can only offer these hunts in conjunction with one 
of our trophy hunts.  

BUFFALO   HUNTS

The Asiananic Water Buffalo is one of the biggest buffalo’s 
on the planet, a big bull will tip the scales at over 2000lb’s. 
These animals are not just big but they are tough and 
will absorb lead like no other animal on the planet. 
375 is a minimum caliber and on a big bodied bull this 
is a genuine minimum. Australia has no predator big 
enough to take down a big bull not even our massive 
salt-water crocodiles will take them on, this gives them 
the confidence to stand, face and even approach a hunter.  
Buffalo once covered the territory in huge numbers but 
the wild herds were thinned out during a government 
initiative to eradicate tuberculosis. Since the end of this 
scheme buffalo have made a good come back with good 
numbers now being seen in a lot of areas.

Horn shape differs amongst 
the buffalo with by far the 
most popular being the 
‘Sweeper,’ a big wide spreading 
horn the goes straight out 
with a minimal curve. While 
these horns are aesthetically 
pleasing the straight horns 
do not measure as well as the 
‘Lunar’ style horn that sport a 

tighter curve and usually measure better than expected. 
When looking at buffalo a buffalo a trophy bull will 
measure over 30 inches along the outside length of the 
horn with basses being 17+ inches at the girth of the horn 
near the skull.
Over the last three years on GOEs premier buffalo 
concession we have harvested 4 bulls over the 120sci 
mark the biggest being 129sci(green) taken in July 2014. 
Buffalo hunting is good year round as they can roam for 
miles in search of water and hunting the cooler months 
June/July will often find them out in the water during the 
heat of the day and up in the dry country early mornings 
and late afternoon when they come in to bed. When 
hunting our premiere concession in the cooler months 
we will usually begin hunting mid morning walking the 
wet areas were buffalo will come in to bed. Over the 6 
day hunt clients will see a variety of bulls looking to take 
a bull in the 105-110 class. We also operate hunts in the 
Arnhem Land Area’s (Aboriginal reservation), hunting 
in this area is better earlier in the year when the terrain is 
wet and hard to access.
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Goodhand Outback Experience was founded by Karl Goodhand a Northern Territory 
local for more than 30 years. Working exclusively as a professional hunter for the last ten 
years has built on this foundation and his local knowledge is second to none, playing an 
intricate role when identifying and negotiating the contracts for his hunting concessions. 
Karl is a passionate hunter himself and has traveled across the world in search of game. 
Interacting with hunters and outfitters across the world had helped Karl refine his own 
camps, equipment and hunting knowledge to improve the quality of his own outfit.  

How  to  Get  here
Most commercial 
international flights will enter 
Australia through Sydney or 
Cairns and Darwin, starting 
point for the hunt, is a 4 hour 
commercial flight from there. 
Road transfers from Darwin 
to the camps are included in 
all hunt prices but if a client 
wishes to take an air charter 
into camp this can be  
arranged prior to the hunt.

Firearms  Permits
Bringing firearms into Australia for hunting is not a problem, it is only a matter 
of filling out the B709A import permit. If your wishing to travel in other states 
in Australia before or after your hunt this can be difficult as international visitors 
permits are only valid for the state you are hunting in and we advise that you use one 
of our quality firearms.
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